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Over the years, there has bean debate within the
serviccs about vhether Clausevitz's theories should be
used as a basis for modern varfighting doctrine.
The
majority of debate has focused on the specific issue of
vhether Clausevitz's most well known theory--the
concept of center of gravity--should be used as a key
element of service doctrine and a guiding concept in
the campaign planning process.
Although debate on the
issue has vaned, tvo recent occurrences warrant that
the issue be once again examined.
First
of all,
the
-heory of center of gravity is nov being used as a
jasis for Joint doctrine and has been given a
preeminent role in the joint campaign planning process.
Secondly, the Persian Gulf var has provided an
excellent opportunity to examine the use of the concept
in an actual combat situation.

This study assesses the utility og using the

concept of center of gravity in Joint operations.
It
assumes that in order for a wartighting concept to b.
useful, it is necessary that the concept can be
unequivocally defined, clearly understood, and
consensually applied.
This study evaluates if the
Joint doctrinal explanation of the concept of center of
gravity meets these criteria.
The study examines the
Clausevitzian, Army, Air Force, Marine Corps, Navy, and
Joint interpretations of the concept of center of
gravity.
Next, It describes how the concept was used
during the Gulf War.
It then analyzes this
information
to determine if current Joint doctrine successfully
reconciles the different service interpretations of the
concept of center of gravity.
It also compares current
Joint doctrine to the actual use of the concept in the
Persian Gulf war.
The study concludes that the US military's current
Joint doctrine fails to msld the different service
interpretations of the concept of center of gravity
into a clear, unambiguous Joint concept.
The Joint
doctrine also falls
to provide adequate guidance on how
to employ the concept in the campaign planning process.
As a result,
the utility
of the concept for joint
operations is currently very limited.
The study offers
recommendations on how to make the concept of center of
gravity a more viable Joint campaign planning tool.
The monograph includes an appendix containing a
light-hearted vignette that illustrates
the different
service interpretations of the concept of center of
gravity and the problems a joint campaign planner may
face in trying to reconcile the different viewpoints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the hard lessons the US military learned
during the Vietnam war was that tactical

success in
war.

combat does not necessarily guarantee victory in
Rather it

is

success at

the strategic

1

level--that level

directly concerned with obtaining the aims of policy-that ultimately determines victory or failure.
the Vietnam vat,

the VS military has placed increased

emphasis on understanding the operational art
that linkage between tactical
obJectives.

Since

of war,

action and strategic

Although many modern authors have written

about operational art,

the US military has nevertheless

turned to the classical writings of early military
theorists such as Sun Tzu,
much of its

Jominl,

and Clausewltz

for

guidance.

Clausewitz,

more than any other theorist,

has had

a significant impact on current US military operational
thinking and warfighting doctrine.

Clausevitz's

theories have been widely read by the US military ever
since Michael Howard and Peter Parert published their
excellent Znglish language translation of OnlWar in
1976.2

That same year,

the Naval War College

Introduced the study of Clausevitzian theory into its
curriculum.
(1978)

In

quick succession,

and the Army War College

However,

it

the Al
(1931)

War College

followed suit.

was probably Colonel Harry Bummers'

Strateavi The Vietnam War in

Context,

Qn,

a critique of the

Vietnam war using Clausewitzian precepts,

that truly

sparked the current Clausevitzian revival.

4
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Since the

early 1980s,

many of Clausevitz's theories have begun

to appear in joint and service warfighting doctrinal
publications.
Over the years,

there has been debate within the

services about whether Clausevitz's theories should be
A

used as a basis for modern warfighting doctrine.5
case could-be made that even Clausewitz appeared to
oppose using theory as doctrine:
Theory need not be a positive doctrine, a
Theory will have
sort of manual for action.
main task when it is
its
fulfilled
used...[as] a guide to anyone who wants to
learn about war from books; it will light his
way, ease his progress, train his judgement,
It is meant
and help him to avoid pitfalls.
to educate the mind of the future commander,
or, more accurately, to guide him in his self
education, ngt to accompany him to the
battlefield.

It

for anyone to prove

is extremely difficult, however,

or disprove the general merit of using Clausewitzian
For this reason,

theory as a basis for doctrine.

the

majority of debate has focused on the more specific
issue of whether one of Clausewitz's most popular

theories--the concept of center of gravity--should be
used as a key element of warfighting doctrine and a
guiding concept

in

the campaign planning process.

Although service debate on this issue has waned,
two recent occurrences warrant that the issue be once
again re-examined.
of gravity is

First of all,

the theory of center

now being used as a basis

for Joint

doctrine and has been given a preeminent role in
joint campaign planning process.

According to Joint

Pub 1, Joint Warfare of the US Armia

Page -
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"the joint
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campaign (will bel oriented on the enemy's strategic
and operational centers of gravity." 7

Whereas

pzeviously, the use of the concept may have affected
the operations of one of the services,

the concept nov

affects how the whole US military viii fight.
Secondly, the Gulf vat has provided an excellent
opportunity to examine the use of the concept in an
actual combat situation.8
The purpose of this study is

to arsess the utility

of using the concept of center of gravity in
operations.
it

is

If

a varfighting concept is

joint

to be useful,

necessary that the concept can be unequivocally

defined,

clearly understood, and consensually applied.

This study viii

9

evaluate it the Joint doctrinal

explanation of the concept of center of gravity meets
these criteria.

The study will highlight the maJor

differences in interpretation of the concept of center
of gravity that currently exist.
hoe

It

vill

then describe

the concept vas used during the Gulf War.

analysis viii

be made to determine if

Next, an

the current joint

doctrine successfully reconciles the different
interpretations of center of gravity.

It

vill also

compare the joint doctrinal concept of center of
gravity to hoe

the concept vas actually used in the

Persian Gulf var.

Finally, the study vill

draw

conclusions and makes recommendations about how the
existing Joint doctrinal explanation of the concept of
center of gravity can be improved.
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II. THE INTERPRETATIONS QF THE.THEORX OF
CENTER OFGRAVITY

One of the most widely used, yet most ambiguously
defined terms in the current US military lexicon is
Clausewitz's

publications

reveals

gravity

and doctrinal

texts,

academic

journals,

books,

A review of military

"center of gravity."

that

the concept

of center

seems to mean something to everyone,

the same thing to anyone.
different

of

but not

There are significantly

opinions about:
-

Whether

or not a center

of gravity

is

an

end or a means to an end;
- Whether it
is a strength,
weakness, or
vulnerability;
- Whether a center of gravity
must be a
it
forces or if
concentration of military

can

be something more intangible;
- If

there can be multiple centers of

gravity; and
- The relationship between strategic,
operational, and tactical
centers of gravity
anA £*rafPic, nparational. and tactical

objectives.
The following sections examine the physical,
Clausewitzian,

Army,

Joint

of center

concepts

of the different
concept that

Air Force,

Marine Corps,

of gravity

opinions and

Navy,

and illustrate

interpretations

and
many

of the

exist.

THE PHYSICAL CONCEPT OF CENTER OF GRAVITY

Clausewitz

borrowed

the term center

from the field of physics.
commonly defined

as

10

2'd

In physics the term is

"the point at

Page
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of gravity

-

which the weight of

4
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an object can be considered to act for the purpose of
computing torques."ll
of the term, hovever,
physical meaning.
characteristics

Clausevitz's operational usage
has little

in

common with the its

He attributed physical

to his operational definition of center

of gravity that are completely unrelated
physical definition.

to the term's

Clausevitz essentially redefined

the word to meet his operational needs.
Clauxevitm defined the term center of gravity as
"tha hub of all

pover and movement."

physical center of gravity is
movement,

it

is

1 2

However,

not a source of power or

merely a theoretical point.

vent on to say,

"A center of gravity is

where the mass is

a

Clausevitz

always found

concentrated most densely."

1 3

One

needs only to consider an object shaped like a barbell
to realize that this

statement is

barbell's concentration of mass is
either end,
of the bar.

yet its

not always true.
in

&

the weights on

center of gravity is

in

the middle

Clausovitz also claimed that the center of

gravity Opresents the moat effective target for a blow;
furthermore,

the heaviest blow Is

center of gravity."
theoretical

1 4

that struck by the

Besides the fact that a

point can neither strike

nor receive a

blow, the physical center of gravity of some objects,
such as those shaped like a

OU" or a crescent,

located outside the body of the object.

is

For example,

the center of gravity of a horseshoe would not be a

Page

-
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very effective target for a blow: a blow directed there
would completely miss the horseshoe.
Many modern authors continue to make the same type
of mistakes when they define "center of gravity."
example,

For

John Warden in his book The AirCamioaln:

Planning for Combat, describes a center of gravity as
"a point against which a level of effort, such as a
push,

will accomplish more than that same level of

effort could accomplish if

15

applied elsewhere."

While

this statement is related to the concept of leverage,
it

has nothing at all to do with an object's center of

gravity.

The authors of FM 100-5 describe a center of

gravity as a source of "strength or balance."

16

The

physical concept of center of gravity has nothing to do
with strength and is

only related to balance when

considered in conjunction with the concept of leverage.
Joint, Army,

and Air Force doctrinal publications allow

for multiple centers of gravity in warfare,

yet in the

physical world there can only be one center of gravity
per object.17
The purpose in highlighting these rather obvious
discrepancies

is

not to belittle Clausewitz's or any

other writer's knowledge of physics.

Rather,

it

is

to

establish that some of the confusion surrounding the
operational concept of center of gravity can be
attributed to Clausewitz making an analogy between
phyaios and wazlighting that just dges not work.
fact,

in

the better one understands the physical concept

of center of gravity, the more likely one will have
trouble in grasping Clausewitz's operational concept.

Page - 6
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In

order to fully appreciate the problems with this

analogy,

and to have a better understanding

of the

theory from which the service and Joint concepts of
center of gravity are derived, it is

useful to more

closely examine Clausevitz's operational concept.

THU CLAUSZWITZIAN CONCIPT OF CINTIR OF GRAVITY
The teachings of ClausevItz remains and will
always remain ambiguous.
Aron, Clausevitz. Philosopher of War
Anyone vho reads and then attempts to interpret
the writings of Clausevitz should be warned that they
are about to tread on perilous ground.
essays In

A number of

Michael Handel's flausevitz and Modern
suggest that even well respected military

S

theorists and historians,

as well as high ranking

professional military officers,
misinterpreting,

or at

theories of Clausevitz.

have all

been guilty of

least welectively applying,
19

Handel concludes in

the

his

introduction to the book that *Clausevitz' work was
grossly misunderstood in
and placesg.

2 0

a variety of different times

While it

Is

probably inappropriate for

Handel to accuse anyone of misunderstanding Clausevitz
-- only Clausevitz could do that--it

is

appropriate to

say that Clausevitz's vritings are subJect to vide
Interpretation.
The widely different
Clausevitz's concepts In

interpretations of
his seminal work,

On Whr

to some degree be attributed to the incompleteness
the work,

posthumous editing by his wife,

linguistic and historical

translation,

Page - 7

errors of

and evqn to

can
of

Clausewitz's style of writing.
factors

are considered,

it

21

When all these

becomes

understandable

why

even Clausevitz's most widely studied theory--the
concept of center of gravity--will forever be
enshrouded in controversy.
The main controversy surrounding the
interpretation of Clausewitz's concept normally focuses
on whether or not an enemy's center of gravity must be
a major concentration of his combat forces or whether
it

can be something more

alliance,

intangible

the will of the people,

of the enemy leadership.

such as an

or the personalities

The proponents of the

concentration of forces position have ample evidence in
On War upon which to base their claim:
The blow from which the broadest and most
favorable repercussions can be expected will
be aimed against the area where the greatest
concentration

of enemy troops can be

found.

A center of gravity is always found where the
mass is concentrated most densely.
It
presents the most effective
target
blow; furthermore, the heaviest

for a
1ow is that

struck by the center of gravity.
Forces possess certain centers of gravity,
which, by their movement and direction govern
the rest; and those centers of gravity will
be found wherever the forces are most
concentrated.24
No matter what the central feature of the
enemy's power may be--the point on which your
efforts

must converge--the

defeat and

destruction of his fighting force remains the
best way to begin, and in every case will
feature of the campaign. 2 5
a significant

be

Of all the possible aims in war, the
destruction of the enemy's armel forces
always appears as the highest. 2•

Page
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These quotations,

combined vith Clausevitz's

gendral emphasis throughout on

.ar

on the primacy of

battle and of the need to destroy the enemy's armed
forces, make it

easy to see why some people completely

reject the notion that a center of gravity can be
27
something other than a concentration of forces.
However,

Clausewitz's examples of centers of gravity in

Chapter Four of Book Night make it

equally hard to deny

that the author did not intend to consider a much wider
variety of dominant enemy characteristics as centers of
gravity:
In countries subject to domestic strife, the
center of gravity is generally the capital.
In small countries that rely on large ones,
it is usually the army of their protector.
Among alliances, it lies in the community of
interest, and in popular uprisings it is the
personalilies of the leaders. and public
opinion.
Some people hmve been content to dismiss these
examples as an aberration, claiming that Clausewitz
simply *carried his physical analogy beyond its
applicability into the psychological realm of
"personalities'

and *public opinion'."29'

take this approach,

hovever,

Those that

may be selectively

interpreting Clausewitz.
A more sound argument can be made in support of
the opposite position.

In the chapters of On far that

primarily focus on actual fighting, such as Book Four,

"*The Rngagement" and Book Six, "Defense,"

it

is

consistent with the focus of the chapters for
Clausevitx to use examples of centers of gravity based
solely on fighting forces.

After developing the

Page - 9

analogy of the center of gravity in

fighting forces,

Book Six by using

Clausevitz then tells the reader that

the overarching explanation about the concept of center
of gravity vwil

be found In Book Eight:

The last book (Book Eight, "War Plans") will
describe how this idea of a center of gravity
in the enemy's force operates throughout the
plan of war.
In fact, that is where the
matter properly belongs, we have merely drawn
on it here in ordX not to leave a gap in the
present argument.JV
If

Book Eight is where Clausewitz intended to

properly explain the concept,

then it

would be

illogical to simply dismiss the examples of intangible
centers of gravity that he offers there.

A case could

be made that the examples of centers of gravity in
Books Four and Six represented tactical or operational
centers of gravity, while the intangible examples of
centers of gravity found in

centers of gravity.

Book Eight were strategic

Clausevitz,

however,

never made

such a distinction nor used the terms strategic,
operational,

or tactical in describing centers of

gravity.

Most of the debate on the interpretation of
Clausevitz's concept seems to focus on what constitutes
a center of gravity.

However,

when one examines why

Clausewitz considered something to be a center of
gravity,
why,

another interpretation comes to light.

not the what,

The

may provide the key to understandLng

and employing Clausewitz's concept.

page - 10
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The most commonly used quotation to explain or
define the concept of center of gravity is taken from
Book EJ-7ht,

"War

Plans":

One must keep the dominant characteristics of
both belligerents in mind.
Out of these
characteristics a certain center of gravity
develops, the hub of all
pover and movement,
on vhich everything depends.
That Is the
point against.vhich all our energies should
be directed.JA
begins to

The phrase "on vhich everything depends"
explain vhy the center of gravity "is

the point against

vhich all

our energies should be directed."

paragraph

in

Book Eight,

the above quotation,

The next

the one immediately folloving

completes the explanation:

Small things alvays depend on great ones,
unimportant on important, accidentals on
This must guide our approach.
essentials.

32

This paragraph may capture the essence of
Clausevitz's thinkinq about the concept of center of
gravity.

It

first

reading# it

translated because It

seems to be Improperly

describes a relationship betveen

0smali thingsw and 'great-ones'

that-Is

completely

opposite to vhat one normally expects to read.

Most

people are more familiar vith quotations that imply
that smell things can have a great Impact on much
larger things:
The stray that broke the camel's back.

33

For vent of a nail the shoe vas lost, for
vant of a shoe the horse vas lost, for vent
of a horse the rider yas lost,
lit the vant
of a rider the battle was lost.
Here,

Clausevitz In saying just

the oppositet "We

maintain that the decision on the main oblective
with few exceptions,

viii,

carry the minor ones as veil."

3 5

Page - 11
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This logic becomes even clearer as Clausewitz describes
the most effective means to defeating a strong
alliance:

If you can vanquish all your enemies by
defeating one of them, that defeat must be
the main objective in the war.
In this one
enemy we strike at the
center
of
gravity of
36
the entire conflict.
As the preceding quotation illustrates,
of gravity is

something that is

that by destroying,

possessing,

can create a sphere of influence

a center

sufficiently important

or manipulating it,
in

you

a theater that will

directly affect the whole theater and carry everything

alony wiLh IL.

The key t6 6RD16yIng the concept Is to

strike the enemy where the blow will

have the greatest

repercussions,

it

regardless of whether

military, leadership,

or capital city.

is

the enemy's

The concept of

center of gravity appears to be more about the effect

and influence generated by a blow than the particular
objective upon which the blow is delivered.
Clausevits envieloncd this influence not only
affecting the enemy's physical ability
more importantly his will to fight.

explained In Book One,

Chapter Two,

to fight,

but

Clausevitz

the primacy of

destroying the will of the enemy to resist:
The fighting forces must be destroyed:
that is they must be put in such a condition
that they can no longer carry on the
tight.. . .
The country must be occupied; otherwise
the enemy could raise new military forces.
Yet both these things may be done and
the war, that is the animosity and the
reciprocal effects of hostile elements,

cannot be considered to have ended so 3 1ong as
the enemy's vill has not been broken.

Paso
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When vieved in this context of iniluence cnd effect,
is

easier to see hov decisions over intangible,

as tangible,
the people,

it

as veil

centers of gravity can break the vill

of

and thus achieve campaign success.

THR US

MNY'S CONCIPT OF CZNTER O

According to Army FM 100-5,

GRAVITY

02erationM., the

concept of centers of gravity
derives from the fact that an armed
combatant...is a complex organism vhose
effective operations depends not merely on
the performance of each of its
component
parts, but also on the smoothness vith vhich
these components interact and the will of the
commander.
As with &ny complex organism,
some components are more vital
than others to
the smooth and reliable operation of the
vho)e.
If these are damaged or destroyed,
their loss unbalances the entire structure,
producing a cascading deterioration in
cohesion and effectiveness vhich may result
In complete failure, and which vill
invariably leavi the force vulnerable to
fnrther attack. a
An enemy's leadership,

command and control system,

or lines of supply ere good examples of Ovital
componentsO that would clearly fit

the PH 100-5

description of the concept of center of gravity.
However,

this

concept Is

part of the PH 100-5 explanation of the

not universally accepted among members of

the Army.
Lawrence Izzo,
Oravity is

in

his article

"The Center of

Not an Achilles Heel,"

is

one of a number of

people vho has taken issue with the explanation.
claims that at the operational

level of var

Page - 13

He

the center of gravity represents a
concentration of enemy strength.
It is the
most concentrated aspect of the enemy's
combat power; that which Is most vital
to him
in the accomplishment of his operational
aims.
If you could knock it out directly, it
would be the most effective target for your
blows.
However, this target may not be
vulnerable to direct attack, nor is it always
likely you will have sufficient means to
support a direct attack.
Considering a single component of the
eItew.y'2 Uu31at 86V&t as the center of gravity
of the above
does not have the utility
approach.
A single component, such as

an...air defense network may be vulnerable to
attack,

but its

destruction

in

itself

would

rarely lead to victory. Rather it would
probably represent a means to an end, a way
to make the actual center of gravity
vulnerable to attack.
Lines of supply and
communication also fall
into this category.

39

Following the "vital component" explanation,

FM

100-5 provides a definition of center of gravity.

definition is
the "vital

The

so all encompassing that proponents of

component"

interpretation,

as well as the

Izzo "concentration of enemy strength"

interpretation,

can claim that the definition supports their viewpoint:

The center of gravity...is that
characteristic, capability,
which the force derives its

action

0 physical

strength,

or locality from
freedom of

or will to

fight.
Following this definition,

FM 100-5 goes on to

offer a number of examples of centers of gravity that

tend to further confuse the explanation.

John Kalb in

A Foundation for Operational Planning: The Concepts of
Center of Gravity, Decisive Point. and the Culminating
PIoin

describes the examples this way:
FM 100-5 stresses the point that the center

of gravity is the key to all operational
design.
Unfortunately, the field manual then
gives several decisive points as examples of

91 d
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centers of gravity.
Admittedly, the tvo
concepts are easy to confuse vith one
another.
FM 100-5 does exactly that; Army
doctrine currentl 1 considers the tvo concepts
one and the same.
FM 100-5 also inciudes Clausevitz's "hub of all
pover and movement" definition of center of gravity and
encourages

that "readers desiring additional

elaboration should consult the extensive
literature

published

on classical and contemporary operational

theory."

4 2

Hovever,

as the previous paragraphs on the

interpretation of Clausevitz's On War have established,
consulting te classical

operational

literature

produces as many different interpretations and as much
confusion about the center of gravity as does the
explanation of the concept found In

TilE US AIR FORMS'

The Army is
blame)

FM 100-5.

CONCEPT OF CmZTZ3 OF GRAVITY

generally given the credit (or the

for being the first

service to Include

Clausevitz's concept of center. of gravity in
varfighting doctrine.

43

While the Army deserves credit

for resurrecting Clausvitz's

terminology from its

relative obscurity and making it
confusing,

a popular,

Clausevitz,

the

service to employ the

concept of center of gravity In
in

albeit

part of the current military lexicon,

Air Force vas actually the first

a belief

its

practice.

hovwver,

it

Rather than

vas a belief

in

strategic attack that convinced early Air Force leaders
to pursue this

course.

Page -
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Early air power theorists postulated that
strategic attacks were the most effective use of
airpover and that "vital centers" 4 4 such as warfighting
infrastructure,
leadership,
targets.

45

population centers,

and political

presented the most lucrative and vulnerable
General Billy Mitchell,

drawing on ideas

freely borrowed from a large international community of
World War I airman such as Douhet,
Seversky,

Trenchard,

and

brought the idea of strategic attack to the

forefront.

However,

as David MacIsaac points out in

"Voices from the Central Blue: The Air Power

Theorists,"
the important thing for (Mitchell) was not
strategic bombing, but rather the centralized

coordination of all air assets under the
control of an autonomous air force comijnd,
freed from its

Mitchell,
fighter,

dependency on the army.

who was a proponent of a balanced

observation,

transport,

and bomber force,

began to endorse strategic attack as the preeminent air
force mission when he realized that It

alone could

provide the means to his end of establishing an
independent air force.

47

Although numerous boards and

commissions met to consider the need for an independent

air force,

they invariably reached the same conclusion

that the Dickman Board did in 1919:
Independence for aviation...was justifiable
only if the air weapon had a capability for
decisive-action
in war like that of the Army
48

or Navy.

9t 'd
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Mitchell realized that as long as the primary missions
for aviation vere reconnaissance
the Army,

it

and ground support for

vould never be able to demonstrate

decisiveness.

its

Only strategic attack could demonstrate

the decisiveness of airpover.
Although the decisiveness of strategic attack
continues to be argued,
succeeded

in

the Air Force,

gaining itz independence

World War IL.

Today,

nevertheless,
shortly after

strategic attack is

but one of

fourteen different missions that the Air Force performs
in

support of national objectives.

49

While no longer

considered the preeminent Aix Force mission,
attack

is

still

unique in

that It is

strategic

the only mission

that the Air Force directly relates to atacking
centers of gravity.
The current edition of AWN 1-1,

Basic AerosJ•U.

Doctrine of the United States Air Force.

does not

discuss the concept of center of gravity at
However,

APH 1-1 (Draft),

Airstaff review,

vhich Is currently under

claims that wthe essence of strategic

aerospace power lies In
the enemy's vital

all.

the concept of attacks against

centers of gravity.

5 0

It

goes on to

state that:
Strategic attacks should produce effects well
beyond the proportion of effort
expended In
their execution.
Persistent, coordinated
attacks against an enemy's centers of
gravity, including command elements, var
production assets, supporting infrastructure
(for example, energy, transportation, and
communication assets), and key military
components will affect the enemy's capability
and may affect his will to wage vat.
Thus,
strategic attack should affect the entire vat

Page - 17

effort rather than Just a single campaign or
a single battle.

51

The explanation of center of gravity in AFM 1-1
(Draft) reveals several significant points.

First of

all, Air Force doctrine clearly equates strategic

%

targets to centers of gravity.

The Air Force defines

strategic targets by "the objective sought--an effect
on the war as a whole."' 5 2

This implies that a center
is

something that

has an effect on the entire war effort,

"as opposed to

of gravity,

like a strategic target,

gaining a particular advantage on the battlefield."

For this reason,

5 3

AFM 1-1 (Draft) does not even mention

centers of gravity in

its

discussion of interdiction

and close air support missions.
Secondly,

AFM 1-1 (Draft) does not differentiate

between strategic,
gravity.

operational,

or tactical

centers of

Air Force doctrine implies that a center of

gravity is

strategic by definition;

therefore,

all

centers of gravity are "strategic" centers of gravity.

AFM 1-1

(Draft) does allow for multiple strategic

centers of gravity.

The determining factor In the

selection of centers of gravity is
strategic objective,

the overall

coupled with a careful analysis of

the enemy's economy and infrastructure."

54

Finally, AFM 1-1 (Draft) recommends that when
attacking strategic centers of gravity,
commanders should be patient and persistent
in executing their operations.
Despite the
%"1nif~iant dcatrucLivu potent:al of
strategic attacks and the importance of quick
and massive application of firepower,
decisive results may not be readily apparpn+-.

There will likely be a considerable time lag
between strikes at var-sustaining targets and
effects at the battlefront ....
Thus, to
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accomplish the intended objective, strategic
attacks mig have to be sustained or
repeated.
While the Air Force's concept of center of gravity is
inextricably
Corps'

linked to strategic attack, the marine

concept of center of gravity seems to be

inextricably

linked to maneuver varfare.

THE US MARINE CORPS'

The Marine Corps'

CONCEPT OF CENTER OF GRAVITY

concept of center of gravity

stems as much from the maneuver warfare theories of
Bill Lind as from the classical theories of Carl von
Clausevitz.

Lind,

of military reform,

a former Senate staffer

and advocate

van influential during the 1980.

shaping the Marine Corps'

varfighting doctrine.

in

56

While Lind and Clausevitz both used the term
schverpunkt

In their writings,

they vwre describing two

different concepts of varflghtinq.
concept is

based on the literal

Clausevitz's

use of the German word

schwerpunkt translated to mean *center of gravity or
mass,"

while Lind's concept is

derived from the German

figurative use of the term and means "focus of
effort."$?

The Marine Corps'

concapt of center of

grav y seems to be a melding of both Lind's and
Clauseo tz's
ideas.
Alt
concept Is
is

ugh an amalgamation,

the Marine Corps'

ot as prone to multiple interpretations as

the Army s concept.

The Marine Corps avoided this

problem by r tducing their concept to a simple,
practical ax am that every Marine could understand:
should strik

"Te

our enemy where and when we can hurt him

Page
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the most."

58

They also avoided the use of confusing

terms like "schwerpunkt" and "center of gravity" in
their explanation.

Instead,

they created a new term

that clearly describes their specific concept.
Therefore,

it

is actually a misnomer to say that the

Marine Corps subscribes to the concept of center of
gravity,

it

In fact subscribes to the concept of
59

"critical enemy vulnerabilities."
The Marine Corps'
critical

doctrinal concept of attacking

enemy vulnerabilities

is

in

many ways very

similar to Clausewitz's center of gravity.
Clausewitz,

FMFM 1, Varfighting,

Like

stresses

that
the most effective
way to defeat our
enemy is to destroy that
which is most
critical
to him.
We should focus our efforts
on the one thing which, if eliminated, will
do the most decisive damage to his ability
to
resist
us.
According to FMFM 1-1,

Q•iDLgning,

economy demands that

we

focus our efforts

toward some object or factor of decisive
importance in order to achieve the greatest
effect
at the least
cost.
However,

there

between Clausewitz's
Corps.

is

one significant

difference

concept and that

of the Marine

According to FMFM 1, the Marines believe that

clearly,
Clausewitz was advocating a climatic
test
of strength
against strength
*by daring
all
to win all.'
This approach is consistent
with Clausewitz's historical
perspective.
But we have since come to prefer pitting

strength against weakness.

Applying the term

to modern warfare we must make

it

clear

that

by enemy's center of gravity we do not mean a
source of strength,
vulnerability.

8t'd
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Lind's influence

The previous quotation reflects
on the Marine Corps.

Lind theorized

in

the Maneuver

Warfare Handbook that
you always try to avoid the enemy's strength
and hurl your strength against his weakness.
You vagý to use Judo, not fight a boxing
match.
The Marine Corps'

approach to identifying and

attacking centers of gravity is

considerably different

from the Air Force's approach.

While the Air Force

advocates careful analysis and patient,
attack,

persistent

FMFM 1 advocates probing the enemy to discover

his weakness:
In reality,
our enemy's most critical
vulnerability will rarely be obvious,
particularly at the lower levels. We may have
to adopt the tactics
of exploiting any and
all
vulnerabilities until
we uncover a
decisive opportunity .... Decisive results in
war are rarely the direct result
of an
initial,
deliberate action.
Rather, the
initial
action creates the conditions for
subsequent actions which develop from it. 6 4
Although the Marines believe that
critical

the concept of

vulnerabilities applies equally to the

conflict as a vhole--the strategic,
tactical

levels of war--the flexibility

operational,
advocated

and
in

the pzeceding quotation would seen most applicable 'in
tactical

situation.

6 5
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THE US NAVY'S CONCEPT OF CENTER OF GRAVITY

Attempting to analyze how the Navy interprets the
concept of center of gravity presents a significant
problem.

The Navy does not publish an overarching

doctrinal manual such as the Army's FM 100-5,
Force's AFM 1-1, or the Marine Corps'

the Air

FMFM 1.

The Navy

has written a maritime strategy and extensive doctrinal
guidance on the tactical facets of naval warfare such
as air defense and mine sweeping,

but no doctrinal

guidance on how to fight a naval campaign.

66

T e Navy

seems more inclined to let its leaders use their own
Judgement,

rather than guide them with doctrine.

Although one might draw some conclusions about the
Navy's concept of center of gravity from historical
precedent,

it

would be wrong to speculate that the Navy

will fight the same way in the future.

The best that

can be said about the Navy's concept of center of
gravity is

that they have not promulgated an official

doctrinal position.

THE JOINT WARFARE CONCEPT OF CENTER OF GRAVITY
The discussion about the concept of center of
gravity In Joint Pub 0-1,

Basic-National Defense

Doctrine; Joint Pub 1, Joint Warfare of the US Arg~ed
F.r•;
on1

JCS Test Pub 3-0,
0jDjeratio•;

AneA

Doctrine for Unified and

Joint Tcot rub 5-0,

Doctrinf

to.r

Paae - 79
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Planninga

oint Ooerations

is

very limited.

Joint Pub

0-1 defines a center of gravity as:
That characteristic, capraility, or locality
from vhich a '.
tary fo-cr., nation, or
alliance de
Its
zreed•,L .i
act -w.
physical ntro
th, or vill• " " i>"'
I
jna•,
I
.
exiats at Lhr "ttateqicA
7 op :*c.
lsv_-&of .ar.
tactical
Joint Pub I states thdt "the Joint campaign

is

oriented on the enemy's strategic and operational
centers of gravity."

68

It

also states

that:

Finding and attacking enemy centers of
gravity is a singularly important concept.
Rather than attack peripheral enemy
vulnerabilities, attacking centers of gravity
means, concentrating against capabilities
vhoso destruction or overthrov vill
yield
military success.
Though providing an
essential focus for all
efforts,
attacking
centers of gravity is often not easy.
"Peeling the onion,' that is, progressively
first
defeating enemy measures undertaken to
defend centers of gravity, may be required to
expose those centers of gravity to attack,
both at the strategic and operational
levels.63
By directly equating the destruction of centers of
gravity to military success,

the joint explanation

is

significantly different from the service's
Interpretations of the concept.

The service's

explanation& describe the concept of center of gravity
more as a means to accomplishing a strategic military
objective,

vhile the Joint explanation suggests that

destruction of centers of gravity may be an end in
itself.
This fundamental difference can make
distinguishing between strategic and operational
objectives and strategic and operational centers of

Page
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gravity difficult.

Joint Pub 1 does not define the

relationship between objectives and centers of gravity,
nor does it

define the difference between strategic and

operational centers of gravity.

However,

it

does state

that strategic centers of gravity are deep in
enemy's territory
missile,

the

and can be directly attacked by "air,

special operations,

and other deep-ranging

capability."70

JCS Test Pub 3-0 and Joint Test Pub 5-0 provide
very little

additional

information about the use of

centers of gravity in Joint operations.

JCS Test Pub

3-0 does state that "the CINC will rely on important
aspects of operational art...for

planning and executing

the campaign such as...identifying

enemy operational

71
centers of gravity to be attacked and destabilized."'

Although JCS Test Pub 3-0 directs the CINC to identify
operatlonal centers of gravity,

the publication's

campaign plan format calls for a listing
centers of gravity in
In

of strategic

the campaign plan.

addition to the confusion about whether a joint

campaign plan should include strategic or operational
centers of gravity,

one might also question the joint

campaign plan format itself.

Both JCS Test Pub 3-0 and

Joint Test Pub 5-0 include "strategic centers of
gravity" in

'or•ese"

the campaign plan format within the "Enemy

ocction of Lhe "SItU&tion" paragraph.

placing "strategic centers of gravity" in

72

By

a part of the

plan traditionally accomplished by the Intelligence
staff,

these publications imply that identifying

centers of gravity is

an intelligence

Page
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issue of vho should determine centers
be discussed in

of gravity viii

the analysis section of this study.

Having examined thn key elements of the physical,
Clausevitzian,

servtce and Joint interpretations

of the

concept of center of gravity, the next section
describes how the theory vas put to use during
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

1I1. THE USR OF THR CONCZPT OF CENTZR OF gRAVITY
IN THE GULF Winl
Three days after

the Iraqi invasion of Kuvait,

President Bush framed four US national policy
objectives that vould guide the Coalition throughout
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm:

Immediate, complete, and unconditional
Iraqi forces from Kuvait;
vithdraval of all
- Restoration of Kuvait's legitimate
government;
of Saudi Arabia and
- Security and stability
the Persian Gulf; and
- Safety and protection ot the' lives of
American citizens abroad.' 3
-.

During Desert Shield,

these political

objectives led to

the establishment of the folloving strategic military
objectives:
- To establish a defensive capability in
theater to deter continued Iraqi aggression
- To build and integrate Coalition forces;
- To defend Saudi •rabia; and
- To defeat further Iraqi advances.)4
During the early veeks of the crisis,
in-Chief Central Command's

(CItCCENT)

Commander-

strategy to

accomplish these objectives reflected the types of
forces he could most rapidly get to the theater.

Page
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Far

that reason,

his strategy revolved around a Afvzte•3s

air campaign.

While the Central Command Air Force

staff focused on the strategic deployment of

(CENTAF)
forces,

a small group of Pentagon officers under the

supervision of USAF Colonel John Warden devised a
stratcgic air udamaign Plan.
Colonel Warden seemed

Ideally suited

Not only had he published a book in

for the task.

1989 that described

how to accomplish an independent air campaign,
Catpaian:

Tbe__.&

Planning for ComAt, but he also supervised

an office called

that had recently

"Checkmate"

conducted an extensive net assessment of Iraq's
strategic strengths and vulnerabilities.75

The fact

that Colonel Warden had a basic strategic concept
mind and much of the specific targeting
readily at hand,

information

allowed him and his staff

together an air campaign plan and brief it

to put
to General

Schwarzkopf within eight days of the invasion.
resulting "Instant Thunder"

air

in

The

campaign plan reflected

Colonel Warden's contention that an enemy nation's
center of gravity consisted of five concentric,
strategic rings.

Colonel Warden and his staff

identified within these five rings the following
specific centers of gravity:
- Leadership: Hussein regime,
telecommunications, command, control, and
communications, internal control
organizations;
- Key production: electricity
and oil;
Infrastructure: railroads and bridges;
- Population: strategic psyops;
- Fielded forces: strategic air defense,
strategic offense (bombers and missiles),
7
Republican Guard.

Page -
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Although this
put to the test,

early air
it

campaign plan vas never

3erved as a basis for the theatcr

campaign plan that was to follov.

77

As additional US

and Coalition forces began to arrive in

theater,

CINCCENT's strategy and objectives changed to focus on
an offensive operation.
Secretary of Defense,

Under the guidance of the

the following strategic military

objectives where established for Operation Desert
Storm:
- Neutralization of the Iraqi national
command authority's ability
to direct
military operations;
- KJecti'.i of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and
destruction of Iraq's offensive threat to the
region, including the Republican Guard in the
Kuwait Theater of Operations;
- Destruction of known nuclear, biological,
and chemical weapons production and delivery
capabilities, to include Iraq's
known
ballistic
missile program; and
- Assistance in the restoration if the
legitimate government of Kuwait.' 0
According to the Department of Defense's

(DOD)

Conduct of the Persian Gulf Conflict: An Interim Resort

tnongre M

the Coalition Identified three Iraqi

centers of gravity critical

to the campaign.

DOD felt

that these decisive sources of power also constituted
crucial vulnerabilities:
First
vas the command and control and
leadership of the Sadden Hussain regime.
If
rendered unable to command or control their
military forces, or to m"intain a firm grip
on their internal population control
mechanisms, they might be compelled to comply
with Coalition demands.
Second, degrading
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction capability
would remove a major part of the threat to
regional states.
This meant degrading the
known Iraqi nuclear, chemical and biological
warfare production facilities
along with

Page
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missiles

various means of delivery--ballistic

the third

Finally,

and long-range aircraft.

of Iraq's centers of gravity were the various
If the
elements of the Republican Guards.
combat potential of those Republican Guard
forces located in Iraq Just north of the
were eliminated,

Kuwaiti border

Iraq would be

unable to continue its occupation.
Eliminating the Guard

the KTO as a combat

in

force would dramatically reduce Iraq's
ability to conduct a coordinated defense
during Operation Desert Storm or to po e an
offensive threat to the region later.7;
interim report

The
key theater

military

Operations

Order

to Congress also
objectives

(OPORD)

that

contained

were

listed

the

in

dated 17 January 1991:

91-001,

leadership
Attack Iraqi
political-military
gain and maintain
and command and control;
sever Iraqi
supply lines;
air
superiority;
and nuclear
destroy known chemical biological
and
delivery
storage,
production,

capabilities; destroy Republican Guard8 0 forces
in the KTO; and liberate Kuwait City.
campaign plan to support the strategic

The air

operations

theater

the original

to

during Desert Storm was similar

"Instant

operations

and

Thunder"

to render

Iraqi

plan,

forces

ineffective as a fighting force.

in

81

but also included
the KTO

The plan was

expanded to Include 12 target sets (centers of gravity)
in Iraq and Kuwalt.

82

The ground campaign plan focused

on the last two objectives of OPORD 91-001--the
destruction of the Republican Guard and the liberation
of Kuwait.

center

military
It
lists

The ground

only one

Republican Guard.

was necessary to go through these rather

objectives

strategic,

and centers

First

of all,

there

SL6E89MI6 'ON XU•
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and operational
a

to illustrate

of gravity
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of gravity--the

of political,

points.

forces

few

was not a clear
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distinction between objectives and centers of gravity
during the Gulf War.
identified were all

The centers of gravity DOD
also stratelic

as operational objectives.
significant difference

in

objectives,

Secorfly,

as well

there was a

the numbers of centers of

gravity that were identified by various organizations.
DOD identified three centers of gravity.
identified twelve.

The Air Force

The Air Force seemed to view its

strategic objectives,

target sets,

gravity as being synonymous.

and centers of

The ground forces

identified only the Republican Guard as an enemy center
of gravity.

Thirdly, no distinction was made between

strategic and operational centers of gravity.

Finally,

there seemed to be a disconnect between the DOD
description of what constituted a center of gravity and
the particular centers of gravity that they picked.
Is

incongruous that DOD vould consider Iraq's command

and control system as a Odecisive source of power 3
its

It

and

unconventional weapons and the Republican-Guard as

"crucial vulnerabilities.o$ 4
Having described the various interpretations of
the concept of center of gravity and examined how the
concept was used during Desert Shield and Desert Storm,
it

is

now possible to analyze and draw some conclusions

about the value of the concept in
its

use in

campaign planning.
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Joint doctrine and

IV. ANAYSIS OF THE USE OF CENTER 0? GRAVITY THEORY IN
JOINT DOCTRINE AND IN THE -GULF VAE

Joint Pub I and JCS Test Pub 3-0 both direct that
the Joint campaign should be oriented on strategic and
operational centers of gravity.

However,

the joint

definition of center of gravity is so ambiguous that a
center of gravity can be considered to be just about
anything.
can be a

When one considers

that "freedom of action"

function of logistic support,

security, surprise,

operations

force structure or informational

technology and that an enemy's "strength" and "will"
can be derived from an even wider variety of factors,
it

is

almost impossible to think of something about an

enemy that would not fit
definition.

85

In

within the limits of the joint

essence,

joint doctrine

is

saying

"orient the joint campaign on something."
The fact that this definition is
encompassing may account for why it
by the services as the official

so all

has been accepted

joint definition.

8

6

The services have no reason to object to a definition
that they can interpret to mean anything they want.

It

allows the Air Force to focus on strategic targets such
as command and control

(vital

components),

the Army to

focus on the enemy's operational concentration of
forces

(strength),

vulnerabilities

and the Marine Corps to attack enemy

(weakness).

While this ambiguous

definition may have been necessary to achieve service
consensus,

it

certainly does not provide much guidance

for the Joint planner who must resolve the service

9O'd
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differences and "operationalize" the concept in

the

Joint campaign plan.
A more significant problem than the ambiguity of
the definition
center

is

that Joint rublications tend to treat

of gravity as a term,

John House points out in

rather than a concept.

As

his monograph entitled DA

Doctrinal buzzvords Obscure the Meaning of Operational

the first
step to removing the veil of
obscurity (surrounding the concept of centers
of gravity) is to cease using a discrete term
to symbolize a concept that cannot be
summarized by one, two, or three words. 8 7
The true value of center of gravity may be the
conceptual
about vat.

framework the concept provides for thinking
In

other words,

the process of determining

centers of gravity may be as Important as the product.
Brigadier General Huba Wass de Czege,

one of the

authors of the 1906 edition of FM 100-5,

has stated

that the concept of center of gravity was included
Army doctrine because it

in

conceptualized a thought

process that many successful military leaders ascribed
to using.88

Larry Izzo points out that "even though

we may not always come up with the same answer,

trying

to identify the enemy's center of gravity at the
operational level of war will help because it

will

focus our thoughts on how to achieve operational
victory rather that tactical

success."89

utility of center of gravity is
conceptual

framework,

to use it

If

the

as a

then joint doctrine must contain

more than Just an ambiguous definition of the term and
a cursory description of the concept.
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Joint doctrine would not need to include a
detailed explanation of the concept of center of
gravity if all the services adequately covered the
concept in their doctrine and if
common concept.

However,

they all espoused a

as this study has shown,

the

Navy promulgates no doctrinal guidance on the concept
and there are some significant

differences of

interpretation among the other three services.
One of the major differences of interpretation
concerns whether or not a center of gravity is
strength.

an enemy

The Marine Corps interprets the

Clausewitzian concept of center of gravity to mean
using strength against strength.
maneuver warfare doctrine,

Prior to adopting a

the Marine Corps had been

critic'zed

by some reformers as being too attrition

oriented.

Therefore,

the Marines are now quick to

avoid any association with a concept that appears to
advocate directly attacking an enemy's strength.
doctrinal concept of attacking critical
vulnerabilities

is

in

Their

enemy

direct conflict with the Joint

and FM 100-5 definitions that emphasize that a center
of gravity is

a source of strength.

90

Marine Corps and Air Force doctrine recommends

opposite approaches to identifying and attacking
centers of gravity.

The Air Force doctrine states that

identifying a center of gravity requires detailed,
deliberate planning and its
persistent execution.

9 1

attack requires patient,

Marine Corps doctrine states

that decisive results are rarely the direct result of
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deliberate action and that the best results

an initial,

come from creating and exploiting opportunities.

9 2

The Air Force's propensity to equate centers of
gravity vith strategic targets also creates some
problems

joint campaign planning.

in

Air Force

doctrine states that a center of gravity,
strategic target,

is

the var as a bhole.

like a

defined by the effect it

has on

During the Gulf War the Joint

Force Air Component Commander

(JF3CC)

identified tvelve

centers of gravity (strategic target sets),

vhile the

ground foroes only Identified one center of gravity.

9 3

The Army and Marine Corps obviously placed more
credence

ta the Clausevitzian precept that "the

ultimate substance of enemy strength must be traced
back to the fewest sources,
9 4

alone."

However,

and ideally to one

a morte likely explanation is

that

the services tend to identify as enemy centers of
gravity only those things that'are
of influence and directly

vithin their sphere

affect-their

mission

.accomplishment.
Another significant difference of interpretation
concerns what sakes a strategic center of gravity
"strategic."
but it

The Air Force does not define the term,

seems

to equate

*strategic* to a having an

influence or effect across the breadth of the theater.
Army and Marine Corps doctrine does not define the
term,

but FM 100-5 does give examples such an "key

economic resources,

strategic transpoxt,

part of the homeland,* that seem to fit
paradigm.

9 5

or a vital
the Air Force's

Although Joint Pub 1 does not define
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"strategic centers of gravity" either,
statement
deep in

it

does make a

that implies that they are physically located

the theater,96

Army doctrine

To summarize,

Air Force and

implies breadth of effect,

while Joint

Pub I suggests that "strategic" equates to physical
depth in

the theater.

There is

yet another way of

interpretating the

meaning of strategic center of gravity.
states that destroying enemy centers
military success.

97

If

Joint Pub 1

of gravity yields

you equate military success to

achieving desired strategic military objectives,

and

follow the logic that strategic centers of gravity must
be related to strategic objectives,

then a strategic

center of .;ravity can be defined as something whose
destructln,

manipulation,

strategic objectives.
different

or possession achieves

This is

a significantly

interpretation than relating strategic

centers of gravity to breadth of influence or physical
depth in

a theater.

The ability
of gravity is
recommends

to precisely define a strategic center
important because

listing

strategic centers of gravity in

joint campaign plan.
is

joint doctrine
the

What joint doctrine does not do

clearly define the term or provide rationale for

listing

the term in

the plan.

Nor does it

establish

any sort of hierarchic relationship among strategic and
operational centers of gravity and strategic and
operational obJectives.

Traditionally,

tactical

objectives are designed to achieve operational
objectives which are in

SL6£•9%6 '03A
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strategic objectives.
operational

Where do strategic and

centers of gravity fit

in?

Are operational

objectives focused on achieving strategic objectives or
are they focused on strategic centers of gravity vhich
when overthrown,

will then achieve strategic

objectives?
US Army Training and Doctrine Command Pamphlet
11-9,

Bluenrint of the Battlefield states that

"*operational center(s) of gravity (or high payoff
targets affecting the centers of gravity)...if
successfully attacked achieve assigned strategic
aims."

96

If

•estruction

of operational centers of

gravity achieves strategic aims, then what is

the

purpose of strategic centers of gravity?
The relationship hetween centers of gravity and
objectives

is

nor was it

clear in

the three

not clear in

service or joint

the Gulf War.

doctrine,

During Desert Storm,

(strategic?) cent rs of gravity identified by

DOD vere also identified as strategic objectives and
operational objectives. 9"
gravity are the same thing,
listing

If

objectives and centers of

what is the utility

centers of gravity in

of

a campaign plan?

Although Joint doctrine says that the CINC is
responsible for determining operational centers of
gravity,

it

does not say vho is

responsible

determining strategic centers of gravity.

for

10 0

Is

identifying strategic centers of gravity a DOD
responsibility?
The Joint campaign format in

JCI Test Pub 3-0 and

Joint Test Pub 5-0 places *strategic centers of
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gravity" in the part of the campaign plan traditionally
This implies

accomplished by the intelligence staff.

that determining enemy centers of gravity is an
intelligence function,
However,

the enemy.

performed primarily by examining

identifying the centers of gravity

upon which the campaign will be oriented requires
examining a host of other factors that reside outside
the purview of the intelligence staff.

The commander,

as well as the operations and logistics staffs,

must

all be involved in the process.
to ensure that the

The commander's role is
manipulation,

destruction,

or possession of the enemy

centers of gravity upon which the campaign is

focused

fact achieve the aims and objectives of the

will in

Selecting a center of gravity requires both

campaign.

a clear concept of what friendly forces are trying to
accomplish and a detailed knowledge of the enemy.

the commander

latter,

is

staff

the intelligence

While

is

solely

responsible

for the

responsible

for the

former.

proposed
forces

centers

to ensure

of gravity

have the physical

or possess them.

identifying

enemy characteristics

centers of gravity

if

be made vulnerable

to attack.

essential

or the objectives

friendly

is

in

no utility

as

or capabilities

they are

not vulnerable

or cannot

If the centers

of

cannot be made vulnerable,

go to war should be re-evaluated,

of the war may need to be changed.

Page
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to attack,

capability
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The operations and logistic
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Although the intelligence staff
enemy characteristic,

capability,

may nominate an
or locality as a

center

of gravity,

staffs

determine that friendly forces have the

and the operation and logistic

capability to attack it,

it

may still

useful center of gravity.
utility

not constitute a

A center of gravity has no

unless friendly forces have the freedom to

influence
moral,

it.

Freedom implies that there are no legal,

or political

restrictions

that preclude friendly

forces from acting against it.
Selecting centers of gravity requires the same
type of staff
action.

process as does selecting a course of

In

fact,

vhen the commander and the staff

select a center of gravity for a campaign,

they are in

essence selecting a course of action for the campaign.
Therefore,

in

order to properly determine centers of

gravity, campaign objectives,
capabilities,

operational and logistics

and operational restrictions,

enemy characteristics

must all

as vell as

be considered.

Because centers of gravity can not be determined
simply by looking at enemy characteristics,
little

sense to list

makes

"strategic centers of gravity* in

the intelligence section of the plan.
actually little

it

utility

centers of gravity* in

in

There is

simply listing

*strategic

any part of the campaign plan.

Centers of gravity should be considered as a part ot
the campaign planning process,

but a list

of centers of

gravity need not be a product of the process itself.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ideally Joint doctrine should be the "software"
that binds together the "hardware"

(force structure)

the individual services into an effective,
fighting force and "capitalize[s)

01

integrated

on the synergistic

coordination and

effects of inter-service
cooperation." 1

of

Unfortunately the joint doctrine

written about the concept of center of gravity falls
Although the services have

far short of this goal.

accepted a common joint definition for center of
gravity,

there is

services,

yet no common understanding among the

and sometimes within the services,

the concept means and how it

should be employed.

Therefore,

the current operational

concept

joint campaign planning is

in

on what

utility

of the

very limited.

This does not mean that the concept of center of
gravity has no utility
It

operations.

in

future service and joint

simply means that the varfighting

doctrinal manuals must do a better Job in presenting
the concept.
Although it

would be beneficial

doctrinal publications did a better
the concept,

if

the service

job of explaining

chances are that they would each continue

to explain the concept differently.
are to fight as a team,

unambiguous

If

the services

joint doctrine is

necessary to reconcile the differences.

The following

suggestions are provided to help realize this 4oal:
Disassociate the joint concept

and Clausevitzian interpretations.

from the physical

The physical

Pale, 9t"
So'd
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analogy was not valid in Clausevitz's time and is even
less applicable today to the va' the services interpret
the concept.

Linking the operational concept to the

physical concept simply creates confusion.

Likewise,

attributing the Joint concept to Clausewitz causes the
same problem.

The Joint concept should be considered

to be a unique concept,

not-a Clausewitzian spin-off.

As Brigadier General Wass de Czege explained in
magazine,

"The test

A

of whether the concept has value

should not be how close we hew to Clausevitz, but how
useful it

today."

is

102

to war planners and practitioners

If Clausewitz is disassociated from the

Joint concept and the Joint concept is
explained,

adequately

the debate over interpretations can be

eliminated.
Some people have recomuended completely renaming
the concept In

order to disassociate

it

physical meaning and from Clausewitz.
would have been a good idea in
terminology Is

confusion.

10 3

It will

it

While this

1976, the current

too deeply ingrained in

lexicon to replace

from the

the our military

without causing even more

be sufficient to clearly state

in

Joint publications that the terminology stems from
Clausevits,

but that the concept Is unique.

Emphasize the utility
argued that there is
about this
is

of the concept.

It

can be

really nothing new and unique

concept and therefore it

is

unnecessary.

true that the concept embodies the principles of

"mass,

economy of force,

and objective,

combined with

the common sense idea of focusing friendly strength

!?ge -
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It

where it

will have the most effect in achieving
much of

lies

therein

But,

objectives.

It

utility.

its

effectively encapsulates many different warfighting
principles and theories into one concept.
Joint doctrine should emphasize the areas where
the services agree on the interpretation of the
concept.

Army,

Air Force,

Marine Corps,

doctrine,

as well as Clausevitz,

and joint

all include "focus of

effort" as one of the key components in their
concept.

104

They also all imply that the overthrow of

a center of gravity produces an "influence"
In

the theater

that

equals

or exceeds

of the object overthrown.

value

the

or "effect"

intrinsic

1 0 5

Joint doctrine should attempt to reconcile the
different

services'

interpretations

of the concept.

All the services

use the term vulnerability

explaining their

concepts

However,

none of them define

"weakness"
clearly

of center

or

define this
3ecui.dly,

vulnerabilities

of gravity.

whether

"open to attack."

It

term when used

in

they mean
is

in

essential
joint

strength,

(weakness)

and

system--described
identified
in

by DOD as a

on whether
vulnerability,

a center

of gravity

by DOD.

SL6UV9E16 'ON XV3
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both
Clearly,

and weaknesses

can

than entering the debate
should be a

Joint doctrine should
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vulnerability--were

of gravity

Rather

an obvious

command and control

both enemy strengths

be centers of gravity.

or

must also be resolved.

the Iraqi

as centers

DOD's view,

doctrine.

th6 debate over attacking strengths

During the Gulf War the Republican Guard,
Iraqi

to

strength

instead define

or
a

40
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center of gravity as something critical

to achieving

friendly campaign objectives or denying the enemy the
ability to accomplish his objectives.
joint doctrine must clearly define the

Thirdly,

relationship betveen strategic targets and centers of
gravity.

It

makes

little

sense for the JFACC to

identify tvelve centers of gravity vhile the ground
commanders,

fighting the same var,

In a joint campaign all

only identify one.

the forces may not attack the

same centers of gravity;

hovever,

focus of effort they should all

to achieve unity and

at least agree on vhat

they are.
Finally,

if

Joint doctrine

is

going to use the

terms strategic and operational centers of gravity,
then Joint doctrine must define the terms,
their purpose,

and state vho is

indentifying them.

It

explain

responsible for

must also establish the

relationship among strategic centers of gravity,
operational centers of gravity* strategic objectives,
and operational objectives.

Additionally,

Joint

doctrine must explain vhere to address the different
types of center of gravity in

the campaign plan format.

Joint doctrine should acknovledge the areas vhere
differences
reconciled.

in

the service interpretations cannot be

The Air Force can be expected to continue

to emphasize detailed,

deliberate

planning to identify

centers of gravity and to attack them in
persistent manner.

a patient and

At the same time the Marines can be

expected to probe for enemy vulnerabilities

to exploit.

Neither approach in right nor vrong,

is

Page - 41

but it

important in

the Joint arena to understand how the

other services

interpret the concept and how they

intend to fight.
differences

in

By addressing these types of

joint doctrine,

a lot of conflict and

confusion can be avoided during the planning and
execution of a joint campaign.
Use the "Commander's

Intent" section of the

campaign plan to discuss centers of gravity.

There are

significant advantages to discussing centers of gravity
in

the "Commander's

than listing

Intent" section of the plan rather

them within the "Enemy Forces" section.

First, determining centers of gravity is
an intelligence function,

it

and the rest of the staff.

more than just

must involve the commander
Secondly,

centers of

gravity must be related to the desired objectives of
the campaign.

Simply listing

centers of gravity in

campaign plan does not accomplish this purpose.
"Commander's

The

Intent" section provides a narrative type

of format that is
is

the

considered

conducive to explaining why something

to be a center of gravity and how the

center of gravity relates to the campaign objectives.
Finally,

if

"Commanders

centers of gravity are discussed
Intent" section of the plan,

no need to try to differentiate
operational,

and tactical

in

the

there will be

between strategic,

centers of gravity.

The

centers of gravity that the commander will discuss are
those that apply to his mission,

regardless of the

level of war for which the plan is

being written.

The concept of center of gravity can be made
unambiguous and can be effectively used to plan Joint

Page
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operations.

But,

before that will happen,

Joint

doctrine must do a better Job of melding the different
service
defined,

interpretations

into a concept that is

easily understood,

Page

and accepted by all.
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DUTC

CASSID! AND THE CENTER OF GRAVITY

This vignette takes place at a CINC's forvard
headquarters at the site

of the United States'

The CINC's joint campaign

major military involvement.
planning staff

next

has been working for days trying to

develop a suitable concept of operations.
of the planning group,

sensing the need for everyone

take a break from the task,
cassette player,

The leader

located a television,

'*

video

and a video tape copy of the movie

"fButch Casuldy and the Sundance Kid."

We Join then In

the middle of the movie:
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, after a long
respite in town where they had enjoyed good food, good
drink, and the company of the local ladies, are seen
returning to their hideout at Hole in-the-Wall.
During
their long absence, the remainder of the Hole-in-theWall gang had grown restless
and decided It was time
for some action.
Harvey, the biggest, meanest, and
toughest of the gang appointed himself the new leader
and is in the process of planning a raid on the Western
Pacific Railroad,
hven Butch and Sundance-reappear-at
the hideout.
Butch tells-the
gang that there vii
no
more train
robberies--it Is too dangerous.
Froa now on
the Role-in-the-Gang will only rob banks.
The gang
balks at this
order.
Hazvey. decides to challenge
Butch's leadership of the gang by daring him to-a knife
fight.
Butch is obviously reluctant to fight.
Harvey
is clearly twice as bLg and strong as Butch.
Butch
stalls
and diverts Harvey's attention by asking his
about the rules for the fight.
Harvey replies that
there are no rules in a knife fight.
At this
point
Butch rapidly approaches Harvey and delivers a decisive
kick to Hazvey's groin, completely catching him off
guard.
Harvey collapses to the ground. The rest
of the
gang rushes up to shake Butch's hand and assure him
that they vere rooting for him all
along.
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"That's it,

The Army armor officer

lightst"

Turn on the

Stop the VCR•.

it.

that's

jumped to his feet and

turned to face the small group of majors who had been
"Listen you knuckleheads,

watching the movie with him.

we've been working on this campaign plan for nine days
now and if

we don't soon reach an agreemt:nt on what the

enemy's center of gravity is
the CINC is

.ith this plan,

and get on

Nov I asked you

going to have our butts.

I think it

guys to watch this movie tonight because

the point I've been trying tc make about

illustrates

the enemy's center of gravity.

Old Butct

here,

clearly

understands the Army FM 100-5 concept of a center of
Just like the

gravity better than any of you guys do.
manual says,
capability,
its

he identified that 'characteristic,
or

locality from which the fcrce derives

freedom of action,

fight'

physical strength,

and then he decisively destroyed

or will to
Butch

it.

recognized that Harvey was the gang's rirgleader,
source of physical strength,
opposition to him.

By defeating the enery's source of

physical and moral strength,
Harvey,

and the majcr source of

which in

this case was

he rapidly achieved his objective of regaining

leadership of the Hole-in-the-Wall

gang."

At this point an Army infantry officer
group spoke up.

"I

center of gravity that he correctly
but rather Harvey's testicles.

says that,

the

agree with you that Butch Cassidy

knew a center of gravity when he saw one,

Harvey,

in

identified was not
FM 100-5 also

'as with any complex organism,

components are more vital

but the

some

than others to the smooth and
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reliable operation of the whole.
or destroyed,
structure,

in

producing a cascading deterioration

and which viii

vulnerable

these are damaged

their loss unbalances the entire

cohesion and effectiveness
failure,

If

which may result in

complete

invariably leave the force

to further damage'."

After the laughter subsided,

the Air Force officer

assigned to the planning group stood up.

"Look guys,

I

agree that the key to Butch regaining control of his
gang was to defeat Harvey,
too much on deception,
are great to have in

but the vay he did it

surprise,

and luck--things that

an operation,

but not necessarily

something you can count on during execution.
had done a

little

more planning,

relied

If

Butch

he would have realized

that there were at least four centers of gravity that
needed to be attacked.
dirt
Next,

in

Harvey's eyes,

First,

so that Harvey couldn't see him.

he should have hit

Harvey on both ears so that

Harvey couldn't hear him.
deaf and blind,

he should have thrown

Then after Harvey had become

he should have kicked Harvey in

side of his knee to immobilize him.
then,

the

Then and only

he should have repeatedly struck blows to

Harvey's head until

he either gave up the will to fight

or became unconscious and no longer had the ability

to

pose any opposition.*
With this,
literally

a Marine Infantry officer

exploded out of his seat.

the problem with you flyboys.
of an approach to warfare.

in

"You see

the group
that's

You take too mechanistic
You think that if

you

destroy A, interdict B, and isolate C that the result
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Vill be D.

Marine Corps'

that warfare is
project,

doctrine takes into account

not a precisely calculable engineering

but rather an unpredictable

undertaking

against an enemy that thinks and reacts
Our doctrine says to look for a 'critical
vulnerability'

and then exploit it.

should have sparred,

Jabbed,

enemy
In

punched,

to your attack.

-his case Butch

and poked until

he discovered a move that Harvey couldn": parry.

Then

he should have exploited that vulnerabilLty with

repeated blows."
"Enough is

enough,"

"The problem with all

chimed in the Naval officer.

of you guys is

have made you so hung up on what is
is

not,

that your services
doctrine and what

that none of you can think for yourself.

the Navy has tactical
maritime strategy,

doctrine and an overarching
but we haven't saddled our officer's

operational and strategic thinking with manuals
100-5,

FMFM 1, or AFM 1-1.

like FM

Under the composite warfare

concept

(CWC)

we simply give the Officer-in-Tactical-

Command

(OTC)

the mission and let

execute

it.

be the AAWC,
AWC ....

Nov lets

see,

in

him decide how to

this case the OTC would

or maybe the STWC,

no probably the

"

From the back of the room,
interrupted.

a new voice

"Clausewitz would have said Harvey was

the center of gravity because by defeating him,
was able to defeat all

of Harvey's allies

all

Butch

and didn't

have to fight each one of them separately."

At once,

eyes shifted to the SAMS graduate who until now had

been sitting

quietly in

the back of the darkened room,
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reading a very dog-eared copy of On WaX by the light of
a camouflaged penlight.

For the first

time since the

campaign planning group had come together,
achieved unanimous agreement.
the room they shouted in

Until recently,

they rapidly

Turning to the back of

unison,

"Who carest"

"Who carest"

might have been an

appropriate ansver to someone debating the question of
vhat is,

or is

not, a center of gravity.

For years the

term has been confined to the halls of academia vhere
it

served to stimulate thinking and generate scholarly

debate about hov previous campaigns vere von or lost.
Recently,

the term migrated from the realm of academia

to the battlefield

planning staff

and has become vhat

FM 100-5 describes as the "key to all

operational

design.'
Obviously a concept that is considered to be so
important should be clearly understood by everyone in
the military.

Unfortunately,

the hypothetical,

is

not the case.

but doctrinally based vignette has

suggested# there is
service,

this

often little

agreement vithin a

and even less among the services about vhat

constitutes a center of gravity, or hov it
attacked.

should be

Zven vhen a group of people agree on a

common conceptional definition,

vhen the concept Is

applied to a specific situation they often identify
remarkably different enemy characteristics as the
center of gravity.

This raises the obvious concern

that the very foundation of our campaign planning
process may be flawed because it
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operational concept that is
defined,

clearly understood,
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